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The Thunderer Assault Squadron
may be taken as a Heavy Support
choice in an Imperialis Militia &
Warp Cults army.

Unit Composition

● 1 Thunderer Assault Tank

Unit Type

● Vehicle (Tank, Heavy)

Wargear

● Demolisher siege cannon
● Searchlight
● Smoke launchers

Options

● The unit may include:
- Up to 2 additional Thunderer Assault Tanks ..........+140 points each

● Any model may exchange its Demolisher siege cannon for a
Laser destroyer array ............................................................. +10 points

● Any model may take any of the following:
- Hunter-killer missile.............................................................. +5 points
- Extra armour ......................................................................... +5 points
- Dozer blade ........................................................................... +5 points

● Any model may take one of the following pintle-mounted weapons:
- Heavy stubber........................................................................ +5 points
- Heavy flamer ....................................................................... +10 points
- Multi-laser ........................................................................... +10 points

Range Str AP Type

Laser destroyer array 36“ 9 1 Ordnance 1,
Twin-linked,
Power Capacitor

Power Capacitor
If the vehicle has not moved this turn, the Laser destroyer array
then becomes an Ordnance 2, Twin-linked weapon.

In addition, the owning player may declare an overcharged volley if
the vehicle has not moved this turn, in which case the Laser
destroyer array becomes instead Ordnance 3, Twin-linked.
However, after the weapon is fired in this mode, roll a D6. On a
roll of a 1, the vehicle suffers a single Hull Point of damage.

Even more so then any
other equipment, the
Thunderer is not a combat
vehicle to be produced for
the use in the local defence
militias across the galaxy.
It is a field refit, often on the
base of a Leman Russ that
lost its turret weapon, that
is sanctioned by the
Adeptus Mechanicus and is
seen throughout the armed
forces of Mankind.
Thunderers sometimes
come as they are from units
of the Solar Auxilia, but
sometimes the adepts of the
Mechanicum attached to
local forces will convert one
of the already ageing tanks
the Militia was granted to
keep it in service when its
main weapon can no longer
be maintained.

With a Demolisher siege
cannon as its primary
armament, it is a favourite
of the commanders of those
units. It is easy to use, as the
weapon can engage almost
any foe, it has a sturdy hull
to withstand enemy fire and
more often then not, the
vehicle it is based on proved
its worth time and again,
something seen as a good
omen - at least by some of
the stubbornly superstitious
forces withing the
Imperium.
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Armour

BS Front Side Rear HP

Thunderer Assault Tank 3 14 13 11 3

140 pointsThundererAssault Squadron


